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Question: 1 
   
The Evidence-Based Management framework helps you to: 
(choose the best answer) 
Response: 
 
A. Better track your progress against plans. 
B. Improve your ability to deliver value. 
C. Understand whether your PMO is efficient. 
D. Improve the predictability of Scrum Team velocity. 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 2 
   
You release your product to customers once every month, which is better than any competitor. Most of 
the features you deliver are simply minor changes or corrections to existing features, but customer 
satisfaction remains low. 
What Key Value Area should be your primary focus to improve the competitiveness of your product? 
(choose the best two answers) 
Response: 
 
A. Current Value. 
B. Unrealized Value. 
C. Ability to Innovate. 
D. Time to Market. 
 

Answer: BC     
 

Question: 3 
   
Your company is considering investing in a large agile transformation. What should you measure to 
know if your initiative is successful? 
(choose the best answer) 
Response: 
 
A. Average team velocity. 
B. The number of teams doing Scrum. 
C. The number of on-time, on-budget, and on-scope projects. 



D. Customer outcomes. 
E. All of the above. 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 4 
   
Which of the following measures would help you understand the potential market for your product? 
(choose the best answer) 
Response: 
 
A. Net Promoter Score (NPS). 
B. Market Share trends. 
C. Quarterly revenue trends. 
D. Usage Index. 
E. All of the above. 
 

Answer: E     
 

Question: 5 
   
For which type of problem domain is an empirical approach most helpful? 
(choose the best answer) 
Response: 
 
A. Simple problems, in which the relationship between cause and effect is known. 
B. Complex problems, in which the relationship between cause and effect are only understandable with 
experience. 
C. Chaotic problems, in which the relationship between cause and effect is not clear. 
D. Complicated problems, in which the relationship between cause and effect can be understood 
through some analysis. 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 6 
   
Your product’s sales are falling behind competitors, but you don’t know why. Which Key Value Areas 
would give you the best insight into what to do next? 
(choose the best two answers) 
Response: 
 
A. Current Value. 



B. Time to Market. 
C. Unrealized Value. 
D. Ability to Innovate. 
 

Answer: AC     
 

Question: 7 
   
Measuring the number of times per day a team switches tasks or is interrupted will help you to better 
understand which Key Value Area? 
(choose the best two answers) 
Response: 
 
A. Time to Market. 
B. Current Value. 
C. Ability to Innovate. 
D. Unrealized Value. 
 

Answer: AC     
 

Question: 8 
   
The main benefit of following an agile approach is to deliver solutions more quickly. 
Response: 
 
A. True 
B. False 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 9 
   
An excellent strategic goal has what minimum essential characteristics? 
(choose the best two answers) 
Response: 
 
A. Measurable metrics can be applied to the achievement of the goal. 
B. The goal is achievable and realistic. 
C. The goal is actionable. 
D. A time frame commitment to the target completion date of the goal. 
E. The goal is clear about the specific needs it is trying to satisfy in order to meet the goal. 
 



Answer: AE     
 

Question: 10 
   
What are two key elements to an effective strategic goal? 
(choose the best two answers) 
Response: 
 
A. It's time-boxed. 
B. It's realistic. 
C. It's measurable. 
D. It's specific. 
E. It's actionable. 
 

Answer: CD     
 
 


